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“Leadership Principles That Unleash Potential”

box style of speaking is captivating and unforgettable. He is a trendsetter, trailblazer, and difference-
maker in changing the narrative perception of vision. As CEO of Success Epitomized LLC., Dr. Rhodman 
consults and provides personal growth strategies for companies and individuals, including professional 
athletes, models, business managers, health and wellness companies, recording artists, and legal firms.

Dr. Rhodman is the author of several books, and he has created life-altering systems of success and 
personal growth that will revolutionize leadership development so that clients become the perfect example 
of success. The main system includes a five-phase training process that specifically equips clients for success 
in every area of life. Dr. Rhodman radiates dynamic and inspiring teachings that are relevant to many 
people across the world with his problem-solving and cutting-edge strategies that he learned throughout 
his life. The information he shares with audiences is different from anything taught today. 

Dr. Rhodman has been a guest speaker at various NBA camps and functions, with an impressive list of 
NBA clients as well as other professional clients and executives. Dr. Rhodman is a prolific speaker who 
keeps audiences on the edge of their seats. He delivers value-based strategies that change the culture of 
organizations. He is one of the world’s leading, most sought-after speakers at conferences worldwide. He 
teaches seminar participants of all ages, backgrounds, and socioeconomic statuses how to become the 
perfect example of success.

Anthony Rhodman, Ph.D. is a spiritual psychologist, 
consultant, and advisor in business, finance, and sports 
performance, a personal development trainer and life coach, 
and a professional speaker. Dr. Rhodman is also a specialist 
in the field of Sports Psychology and Peak Performance. 
He is a leading authority in Spiritual Psychology and 
Personal Achievement and a subject-matter expert in 
Leadership Development and Empowerment Advancement. 
He is an author, renowned speaker, educator, coach, 
consultant, and professional training expert. Dr. Rhodman 
advises some of the biggest brands, celebrities, and top 
executives around the world. Dr. Rhodman’s out-of-the-
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